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T~CHNOLOGY TREh""DS m MACHINE TOOLS A:-tn THEIR 

IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRES 

INTRODUCTION : 

Few, if any, products and services of 

modern :::i vi lization would exist if it were 

not for machine tools. However, inspite of 

its basic importance, the machine tool indust_~ 

has re?=esented..only a small ?art of the tot?~ 

industrial output of the world. The entire 

wo::-ld output of machine tools is in fact 
- . 

smaller than t.~e ou~put of many indivi1ual 

cor;>aratior.sin the United States of America. 

T'°le ~ili~y of the :nachine tool 

tools necessar}" f~r indust::-ialization ha:; 

a :najo~ L~?act on the econcmic and incu~t=ia! 

e>rcg:-e~s of a countcy. r~i!~Y developin-; 
~ount::-ies have lac~~! behi~d in es~lishinc ... - . -
t!leir O'·m ca':lital goods, machine tool:;, 
consumer du:ables, and ot.~er engineerinc; 

industries. A few developing countries 

li!<e t."?e Republi::: of China, South Korea, 

Taiwan, Yugoslavia, India, Mexico and 

Argentina have ho~~ver a sizeable capital 

goods industry and a large machine tool 

industrial base, which has given them 
a big advantage over other developing 

countries. They are now able to substitute 
local l~roduction for imports of many 

t~.fpes of capital and consumer goods and 

some have even reached a stage of develo9-

ment w'hit:h·enables them to ex:X>rt a 
I • 

variety of their 1ndu~trial products, 
' 

incluc!,ing machine tOC\ls. 
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II. OBJECTrns' OF THE STUDY : 

Steadily increasing and exacting demand 
for improving perfoxmance, reducing costs and 
enhancing generally the over-all productivity 
of the metal working industries of the indu

strialised countries, has led to the;develop
ment of most innovative designs of highly 
productive and precision types of machine 
tools. The activity and technical standards 
of the machine tool industry have therefore 

becor.le an accurate index of the economic 
efficiency an5 productivity of manufacturing 
industry. 

In view o'! such rapid an::! inno'<ative 

changes in the design and technology of 

ma=hine tools, developing countries should 
tho.!'OUqhly investigate the questibn 0:1= 

obsolescence in machine tools before 

acquiring foreign designs ~nd technical 

know-how through the vehicle of technical 

an~ economic co-operation ~ithothe~ 

countries. The objective of this study 

is to briefly m~~e a realistic forecast 
of machine tool technology upto the end 

of the century. This could help the 
developing countries to establish their 
own machine tool industry on a more sus
taining basis, avoiding designs and 

technology, ill-suited to their needs 
and/or likely to become obsolete in the 

near future. 

---

• 
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III. WORLD MACHINE TOOL INDU5TRY 
(Brief Review) 

·.According to the recent global suIVey con-. 
ducted by the American Machinist, the pro.Ection 

of machine tools - both m~tal ~tting and metal 
for:mirig - in the year 1988 £ran 36 rr.achin':! tool 
producing countries is esti.~ated at $ 38 billion. 

This is 15 per cent more than the production in 

1987. The growth in production is ~o=e or less 

steady during the last two years. It ":as 14.S 

per cent in the year 1987. 

Japan maintains its number one position 

f ~r the seventh year in succession as the 

largest producer of machine tools. It inc=ease= 

its product ion by 35 per cent Which ac:::ou!'!t.ed 

for 22.7 per cent o= the global p:-o=uction. 
Japan iJ f~llowec by FRG, USSR, Italy 2nd ~5 

•. . 
in' the orde.:- of p~u::tion. Italy's overta}:ing 

th~ US in production in 1998 is noteworthy. 

'nlese five countries together projuced 66 :;>er 
; 

.cent of the total o-,,itput. People's Republic 

of China· improved its :?osition from the 

seventeenth ~n 1987 to tenth in 1988 increas

ing its production by 15.8 p~ cent which is 

more than the ~l:'ld average. The share of 
1uetal fozming machine .,....ool s in the total 

output remained steady at 24 per cent. 

It is not the volume of production 

but the volume of consumption of machine 

tools which is the true indicator of the 

ratll! of industrialization of a country. 
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USSR continues to lead as tl)e largest consumer of 

machine tools amour.ting to $ 6 billion, a share 

of nearly 16 per cent of the ;.-~rld output. USSR 
is closely followed by ~apan which has improved 

its. position fran fourth to second l-:ith a conslnp

tion Of $ 5.7 billio~. US & PRG OCCU?I third 

and fou:-th positions with more or less equal 

consumption of $ 3.85 billion. People's 

Republic o:: China has mo~ than dQubled its 

consu7.p~ion o~ machine tools fran $ 449 million 

in 1967 to $ ~151 ~;llion in !938. 

It is gene=ally true ~hat la.::-ger p~cu~ers 

.":ion. 

On ":he eY.?ort f r:>nt, among the top ~r~uce=s 
?RG o.;aintained its lead in e}:port!; l-:i t.Pi 6~~~ of 

its o:-oduction havino been ex:>ortec ir. the v11?ar :989. 
• J - • 

":'his is an imp.::-ovemen~ by 3~ over the D!:'e\"io·~s ~·ear. 

Italy is secon:l \·:i ~h 47% o:: :its p.::-o:luction eX?Q:tec. 
Japan and us come t.Pii!:'d and fourth with 39~~ and 
25% exports. Japan's expo~s fell :!rorn 473 in 
1987 to 3ge~ in 1988, partly due to the appreciation 

in the yen val~e. USSR, however, exported only 

8% o~ its rroduction. 

Table on page 5 gives the details of production, 

consu~ption, imports and ex?Orts of machine tools for 

the year 1988 in res9ect of the 36 countries covered 
in the survey by Americ~n M~chinist. 

: •••• 5 
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Vor14 Raclliae Tool Statlotlce - 1988 c .. ~lnh4) 

(allltane ot US dollan) 

s •••• Coaat17 Prod11ctlon Cone1mptloa Iaporb Sitporto 

Japea 864,., 5696.8 404.0 "'°·5 

2 , .. 68"·' ,.,.,.1 '1)8.9 4128.5 

' So•lot Valoe 4500.0 5990.0 1850.0 160.0 

4 ltalJ' 280,.6 21e1.5 706.7 1}28.8 

5 llllte4 Statoe· 2440.0 . )85('.0 2012.0 602.2 

' Swi taerlaa4 1913.6 690.2 40,.2 1626.6. 

7 1:1>1 '457.0 443.6 285.0 1298.4 

8 ODit-4 lln&4• 1'49.) t42l• ... 737.8 666.7 

9 Prance 805.8 1376.6 906.5 ,,5.7 

jO People•• a.,.1t11o ot 
Clalaa 7}1.6 1151 .6 550.0 no.o 

II Taiwan 695.2 589.9 )16., 421.6 

12 Spola 673.6 726.8 )02.9 249.7 

1} Yaroel••l• 671.7 ,98.1 171 .9 445.5 

14 aa-ta 657.5 621 .4 126.9 16'.0 

15. So11th ror•• 591.1 1109.1 560.0 48.0 

16 Cseclt•lnula 450.0 110.0 95.0 .575.0 

17 Brasll 448.9 45).0 40.0 )5.9 

18 Polon4 )20.0 •20.0 100.0 100.0 

19 Canada 290.2 944.7 748.6 9i.I 

20 Sweden 280.9 414.4 '45.) 211.e 

21 Inell• 272.0 )8).0 145.0 )4.0 

22 Banr•rJ' -· - 241.5 156.} 105.e 191.0 

2) Belg1118 190.0 220.0 345.0 315.0 

24 .&utrl• 155.0 161.0 175.0 169.0 

25 Bulrarl• ,50.0 400.0 )50.0 100.0 

26 I•rael ns.o 115.0 155.0 115.0 

27 .,. .... n: eo.2 129.2 111.4 62.4 

2fl .&utralla 50.0 185.0 140.0 5.0 

29 letlaerl•"4• 45.5 209.8 )4).8 179.5 

'° rtnlaocl 42.7 114.1 
I ti·' n.9 

)I Arpatt.aa )8.1 50.2 '8.4 26.) 

'2 Si••pore '7.0 91.0 150.0 90.0 

" Por\apl • 19.2 o.• )4.0 9.6 

,.. llesloo 18.0 255.5 240.0 2.5 

)5 South Afrloa 9.7 97.5 aa.o 0.2 .. 
" lonr '°"' '.5 75.0 80.0 6.5 

Total )8047.4 '52').I 145t).7 17'28.0 

lollroe! Allorlcan Rachl•l•t -'•" 1999 

•••• 6 
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IV. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN MACHINE TOOLS : 

The present study is design~ to be practical 

and pragmatic and not theoretical. No attempt has 

been made to f ore:::ast technological trends in machine 

tools, using mathematical models like the 

'Project Delphi•• though it may be interesting to 

compare our projections with the forecast made in 

1970 by Eugene Merchant, author of the Project Delphi. 

Because machine tools are the most important 

means of indu st:-ial production, the development of 

product.ion technology depends directly and uniquely 

on the development of machine tools. In this stuey 

o~ the latest developments in machine tool technology, 

therefore, the vital link between JnC-dem machine 

tool~ and development of production technology will 

be considere~. 

The great changes ~aking place in metal

"10rking may ~ attributed to the ra;>id developments 

in machine tool design and technology control 

systems and production engineering. Developments 

relating to, inter alia, new materials, cutting 

tools and a new generation Of drives are not only 

influencing the concept of machining, but also 
adding a new dimension to the methodology of 

machine toOl designs. 

New norms Of p~:oduction organization such 

as the concept of fully or partially integrated 
flexible .manufacturing systems. are emerging. 

At present, by far the most important form of 

technology is computer-aided manufacture (CAM). 

• ••• 7 
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It has already proved its ability to improve 

production possibilities more than all the 

known forms of production techniques, put 

together. For this reason, machine tool 

based production technology is becaning 

increasingly integrated with COlltP'~ter. 

MACHINE TOOL DESIGN : 

Structures : 'l.'he principal design parameters 
of the machine-tool structure are : stiffness
to-weiqht. ratio. natu:al frequency and dam;>ing 
from the standpoint o:f dynamic!>, dimensional 

stability and the long-term stability influencing 
the retention of accu:acy of alignnent.s. The 
search for cheaper alternative~ to cast iron 
has spurred research on the use of welded 

structures, concrete and even g!"'ani te for use 

in the machine-tool structure. 

Guidewavs and bearlna surf aces : !~ew design 

concepts are now being tried to ensure the 

longevity of machine accuracy, to reduce 

periodic maintenance -and provide for easily 

replaceabl~ c;t•ideway elements that do not 

require costly and time-consuming scraping. 

Recent innovations in guideway te'chnoloqy 
I 

have resulted in the developnent ,of glued-
on and fixed-on guides. 

Glued-on guides are.., built with hardened 
or nitrided steel strios of 10-12 mm thickness 

• I 

which are bonded on the properly 1pre?ered ba~e 
I 

structure by using bonding ag~nt~ like epo:xy r~~ins • 

• • • • • a 
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The fixed-on .guides are designed t·1ith case-hardened 

or nitridec steel guides which are bolted or dowelled 
on to t.;e precision-milled, ground or hand-sc~aped 

locating surface of the welded or cast-iron ~:r-hine 
bed or base. This is likely ~D be the basic design 

a:;>;>:=-oach £or the guideways and bearing su::-faces of 

machine tools in the future. 

The co~t of ~uch gui~ewa~s is much less than 

even ~he =onventional p=eci~ion-rnilled or han~
scra?ed Qllideway~. They facilitate easy re?lacemen~ 

o:!: \·:orn-out 9"Uides, consi:.lerably reducin; the do,~ 

time o= t:-ie m2 chine. The ma~inq part may be of 

c~st iron or a~y sel=-1\ibricating or tribolo~ically 

the ::ia:::hi:i: s;>in~le-~ea:"; ~c.:.:·i:-:g o;>eraticn loa1s to 

con=:i:5er~:i1e ~hermal =i!a~io:l ,_..hi~ causes s;iin~l~ 

dri=t an'.:1 spindle droop. These thermal problems can 

be overco:ne by control~in; and stabilizing the 

ope:-ating tem;ieratures o= the spindle head and by 

kee~ing it cool throuqh refrige~ation. The cooling 

is done in such a way that a te~p-?rature of 

20° to 25° c is maintained. 

Drift and droop compensation is very 

ilr.portant in the case of boring and jig-boring 

machines. The modern trend is to compensate 

, the boring spindle assembly in such a manner 

tllat whatever the prcj ection o! the spindle, 

' the tool positicr does not dri:t o= droo?. 

, Such compensation i~ now possible with hydrostatic 

' bearing systems ent. ·,.:ith pres~ure feedback 
' 

, in respect of a buil t··~n reference. 

J 
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Feed Drives : Automatic and NC machines now de:mand 

hiqh acceleration or deceleration and a steady stata 

of operations of t~e feed drive systems. The inno

vations in semiccinductor technology, servo-jrives, 

elec.trohydraulic sy~tems and high-energy rr.agnetic 

materials hc:ve led to the develc~ent of a new 

breed of feed drives. Electrohyeraulic and to~al 

electronic ~ervo-C.rives domin~te the field at 
I 

present, although t.~e electrohy=raulic v~rsions 

are beir.g ?hased out be::ause o= thei::- lo·.-· respon!:e 

time, actuation delay an~ associated pro~le~s of 

nci ~, heat an:1 cost. Mooern C~!C an~ ~-: m=::~ines 

are f~1ly.equipped with electronic se::-vo-~rive$. 

The ?resent generati~~ o= high-per~o~a~ce 
drives incorporate one of the -:01101-:inq 

DC p~rmanent-raagne-:. direct-cr!..ve to=q-.:.e ::-.'.'.)~o=s: 

DC ;>ennanent·-magnet servo-moto::-s: elect:-i:: a:!-:.: 

electrohydraulic ste?pcr motors: AC variable-
• 

frequency motors; brushless OC i:\Otors: and 
wound field DC RDto=~· 

The DC permanent magnet syste~s a=e 

the most commonly used.'becaused of the attainable 

ban~-width ane good perloDna:1Ce at low S:;>eedS 

with added be!!!fits of less heat. noise and 
low cost. 

Ev~n in Japan, where elect\-ohydraulic 

stepper motors nave hitherto been widely used, 

because of the simplicity of electronic control, 

permanent magn~t DC m.')tors a:-e slo· .. ~ly replacing 
them • 

~ •• ~ .10 
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The permanent torque motors are a special 

brand of Ix: control motors. They have a pancake 
form and develop high torque at low speeds without 

beet.ming overheated. The permanent magnet field 
~oes not allov heat dissipation while the motor 

is o~ sti':>nd-by. Because o= tnesecharacteristics, 
they can be ·:h.::-ectly coupled to the load, of ferin~ 

a very high coupling drive stif~ness and even 
zero ba:::klash ,,-ith careful mechanical design. 

'.!'hese tor~e mott>=s ~e highly reliable an= 

du::-a~le. 

~echa~ic~l Drive el~~~nts : Along with the ci=ect 

d=ive ~= servos ane to.:-que ~~tors, the most 

corrrnonly used me:::hal'~i:::al drive ele11ents are re

circl.!lating anti·-·friction screws anc nuts. Howeve:-

the hy~:-osta~ical!y lubrica~e= nut a.~d le~d-s:::=ew 

syste~5 h~ve ~~cently found increased a??li=ation 

in ~~e ~a:::hine tool =ield because of lower rumble, 
• 

higher stii:fness ar.~ low frictior. AlthOugh the 

hycrostatic nut an1 sc:::ew 5::•st~s are more eY.:>ens i ve, 

the~l p:-ovice hi.'.;°f,er reliability "..;1Je:i used in the 
I 

servo-drive system alobg with ~ torque motors and 

gr-ati:i~ -tra.-isduce=~:. 

Accuracv -:>f Desion : · The desiqn f}f modern mac.hine 

tool is aL~ed towards a· high acc~rac-1 of the 

machined components. :r:n this cor 1_ext, not only 

the earlier-meutioned aspects of stiffness of 

structures, suitable a~serbly configurations, 

reqi1ired stiffness ann reliab~lity of drives, 
!>ens;!. ti ,,i ty r;f sl 1 de r11otion s and thermal 

st~bilit.y shotild be·. e.chi~;~d, but also an 

inteqrateci app"."'Oach should be ~dcpted for the 

design of the machine and c~ntrols. 

• •••• 11 
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In view of t"he enhanced perfonnance requirements 

of modern machine tool, the design should satisfy 

a dual pui:pose. A cachine tool has to be able . . 
accurately to machine a component and even t;ke over 

the function of inspecting the machined job. Hence 

the added;function of measuring has necessitated 

the incorporation of a number of measuring devices 

and systems on the r.iachine tool. Among these, .the 

most canmonly used are t.~e inductive scale, a~solute 

digital or incremental-~T?e shaft encoders and 
laser interferometers asso::iated ~-:ith digital ::-ead-outs. 

Although the vast majority of servo-~ositioning 
aids, used in NC and C!·I:: machin~s a::-e the i~::i=e=t 
ty;>e of transeuce=s su=h ~s shaft encode=~, the 

cire=t types such as in=uctive scale~ and moi::-e 
fringe gratings a::-e f in=ing increasec use becau:.e 
o= thefr higher precision. In a ne·,,; instrument 
developed in the United Kingdom, the in~r;:>olation 

of moire fringes fran optical gratings is obtained 
by a scanned photodiOde array which makes possible 
a very fine resolution from a transmission grating 

with 100 lines per millimetre. This resolution is 

close to cha~ obtained by laser interfero:netry, 

but at a fraction of the cost. 

Modular construction : A distinct trend towards 

the modular c0nstruction of machine tools is 

already evident. This trend is strengthened 

by the need of the metal-working industry to 

machine a wide range of parts in srnall and 

large batches, with ,., ability to change ovt:?r 

quickly from one part family to another. This 

1 ., .......... 
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can be done best by a system which allows various 
configurations of machining systems to be built 

up from a r~~ge of standard modules rather than 

by the use of inflexible machine parts. Consieer-
' able success has. been achieved in using modular 

units for building grinde=s for high-volume produc

tion, but a wider application of the concept to 

embr..ace la·~hes, milling mac;bines, drilling machines 

etc., has yet to be established. However, as more 

industries turn to group technology, it is 

ex?ected that machine.tool blileers will increasingly 

adopt this concept of machine building. 

Other techni=al factors encouraging mocular 
constrJction include the move towards higher S?eed 
anc ?OWe~, va=iable spin1le e=ives, in~er-change

a!>le tool tur=ets arid direct-crive feed units. The 
first three f acto=s have led NC lathe designs ~o 
a concept where the drive motor, gear box and 
spindle units are separated to limit thermal 
problems and isolate sources of vibration. The 
same considerationsare seen in modular grinder 

designs. 

Builders of machine tools also stand to 

gain by adopting a modular design concept. 
Short lead times, flexibility in final machine 

configuration, low inventory and 1 arger batch 

quantities lead to savings of cost and time 

in machine-tool building. The builder can off er 

machining systems tailored to meet customers' 

needs with a possibility of adding mo~e modules 

when required. All these considerations are pro
mpting a move towards modular design of machining 

systems. 

' 

••• 13 
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Computer-aided desiqn : Engineering design involves 

the use of scientific principles, technical informa

tion aDd imaginative manufacturing instructions to 

make an engineering product fran engim ering drawings. 

Eve_ry industry and engineering company evolves its 

own particular design methods and procedures. A 

fairly typical design method is as follows : 

furictional specification: preliminary rough design : 

cost estimates and design analysis : final design: 
detaii casic;n: and drafting. In the modern state of 
developnent, canputers are being widely used in 

engineering design. This has led to the developnent 

of a new disc~pline known as computer-aided desigh. 

Hiah-soeed machining : Expected improvements in 

cutting-tool materials allow an increase in the 

limits of material removal rate, in maximum S?eed 

(5,000-6000 rev/min) and feed by an average factor 

of about 2, and in power by a ~actor of almost 4. 

\This requires speci~ic efforts in the development . . 
of £aster and more powerful machine tools in ~l 

categories and extensive research and development 

efforts in spindles, becirlngs, drives, s~ides, 

motors, transnissions, chucks,. tailstocks and 
. -

st:uctures. Work on these aspects is being 

carried out in the laboratories, research insti

tutes and machine-tool indu; '.:ies in developed 
countries. 

It is estimated that in 1979 the cost 
of metal removal in the United States exceeded 

$ 60 billion. If special techniques like high

speed machining could reduce that expenditure 

by 1 per cent, the savings obtained would be 

considerable. Given the amount of money spent 

on metal removal in all the countries, even a 

marginal saving obtained by high-speed machining 

could release a ,large amount for new investm~nts. 
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Eroonomics, noise and ssfety : Even though technology 

is progressing ~owards unmanned machine operations and 
unmanned factories, there is nevertheless concem for 
the health and safety of tile industrial labour-force. 
Recent years have witnessed a great emphasis ·on 

ergonanics, safety and noise consideration in machine

tool design. It is aimed at pxoviding operators 

-wi t.l-t pleasant ~'O:rking envirornents, both fran 

physical an:: aesthetic points of view. This is 

see~ as an ~portant method of retaining skille= 

labour in rnanuf a='tllring and preventing its rnigra-

tion to other ar~~s s~=h as serv:ce ineustries. 
Recent reco:re:tenda~ions·on acce~able shop noise 

levels and mandatory safety =egulations point to 

~n in=rea~inr obli~ation o= the ~achine-tool 
builders to meet even mo~ st~ing~nt regulations, 
i:; ~UtU!"'e. 

?ro?~r ergon~ic (o?er2~or-rn2dline rela~ionshi~) 

design is in?Orta.~t es?ecially on manually operate~ 
machines. Easy iden~ification o! control~, low 
operating =orces, logical grou?in; an~ pleasing 
colour sche:nes are the major considerations. 
New conce:;>~s are emerqing to desiQ!l a lathe which 
can be comfortably o~erated by a seated person, 

thereby stressing the importance attached to the 
operato::-' s comfort in the design of mooern equip

ment. Wi t!l the increasing international trade 

in machine tools. the trend towards visual canmu

nication between human bei~gs and machines 

through symbols is increasing. R~cent work in 

evolving an internationally recognised code of 

symbols even for NC and other electronic control 

systems is a positive proof of this trend. 

• •• 15 
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Present recormnendations limit the level of 

noise to which an operator is ex;><>sed. to 90 decibels 

over an eight-hour shi::t. Machine-tool cesigners 

therefore "ave to design machines with noise levels 

Of 85 decibels Or less. So far, efforts have been 
directed toward~ contaim1ent and not noise =edu:::tion. 

New designs are striving tc. reduce t.~e absolute 
noise levels of machine tools to 80 de:::ibels. This 

is eY.?ected to h!eve a ~jor im:;>a~ on ~~du.ne-tool 
cesi;m. HyC-"Culi::: ane geer drives a~c :;>nea~:ti::: 

s~st~s a=e ~ivin~ way to quieter, srnoo~e=. 
electrical drives a.~d electrcni::: :::o~t=ols. Non

wetallic panels for guares, =ove~s, trays. ac:::e~s 

coors et::: •• are·used to =e6~ce noise ra=ie~ion 

==or.i sheet metal su=!aces. Dr~ve paths are oa~e 
sho~ an:! stiff l-:i th a minimum nu.-:i!::>e:::- ::>:: ~=ans:r:i t

ting el~ents and cont~lled clearan:::es throu;hout. 

Operator safety is a."l :impo~a:t as:>e:::t o= 

machine-tool cesign and constr.:.ct:.o~. w·n:.le ::ecri..!

lations are more stringent for metal-=o.rming eqcip

ment, metal-cutting machine tools are also su~jected 

to mandatory safety req-~lations both in the ca~e o:: 

simple ::ranually o~rated machines and t~:: and similar 

advanced rn~chine tools. Guards an~ seals to protect 

the operator frcm chips, coolants ar•d other hazards 
have alrea:3y reached a point where the:-e a:-e o~ter: 

limiting factors in qui~ loading and unloading. 

This is especially true of grinding machines 
designed for abrasive machining. These CO'lditions 

?Oint to new machine configurations in the years 

ahead. 

• ••• 16 
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Future machines may evolve along lines l-!he::- e 

the guarding is distributed between the machines ai"ld 

the operator rat.~er t.'lan being c~ined to th'i! 

~chin :::s totally. Possible solutions lie in pa_~ia~ 

curtailment of tile working zone, allO!r:ing quick a.-ic 

easy access l>"hile the operator is placed in an 

en::losed control station. The use of clQs~-circuit 

television can become popular es a vist:.al lin.lc 

be~ t.~e O?erator t':ld the cac?Uninq zone, r:ith 

:-e::;otely o:;:>eratec! systems for sc:mnin~ ·--he !·"Ork, 

gaugir.q and inspection when required. D.J\lbtles$ 

an~ ?!°OC'.J::tion situations len~ th~:;el ves to 

reasonably lon; ope=-ation wi~.~-·t operator 

ir:t.e~e::ti.o~. 

Ano~~e= solution that is likely to !:>!! use= is 

to suhsti~te robots ~or loa~~n; a.~d unloading 

o;>erations ~:bile the O?erator is su=ficiently 

~..oved ==CY.:'. the ~a::hine to avoi: ha:ar5ous co~ci.J 

ti:>ns. Su::h cC>:lcepts are bound to a;>?ear on 

future r..E.chi~e tools since safe~· com:i:erations 

~ill not be allowed to im?air to any extent the 
I 

p:o=ucti~ity of the rna:hine. 

Enercv m2na~erner.t i!: metal-wo:-kin~ : About 1 h? 

(750 K) of power is needed at the spindle of a 

machine tool for producinq mild steel or cast iron 

chips of a rate of 16 an3/min. in milling, drilling 

or turning. The power required is more in sane 

other alloys and less in materials that coul:l 

be machined more easily. In other words, it 

takes about 12 Wh to turn O'Jt a ?ile :ontaininq 

16 cm3 of chips. This in itself does not a?:>ear 

very e>:pensive, but it should ·~ re::lembered t.~a~ 

the ener~· required concerns· only the muterial 

cut from the work;>iece~ an:! ~ocs not in:luce 

•.• ! 7 
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the energy fed to the spindle drive to overcome 
mechanical lesses of gea=s and bearings and also 
the electrical losses ~ithin the spin~le crive 

motor. In addition, the following en~! input 
into the coolant pump, the axis drives if it is 

an NC machine, t.he cooling system or heat exchanger, 

the line of canp::essed air and t.~e lighting for the 

comfort of the O?e=ator, refrigeration, heating, 

cooling etc ••• 

The aaop~ion 0£ a mami=acturinq philoso;>hy 

that boosts pro~c~vity, whether ctx::?~ter-~ase= 

or not, cl.so leacs to a higher level o:f e=-ierg:~ 

.c~· • e __ icier.cy. The·ch~ice o= cutting tools 
• 

inc~ease~ metal re~oval rat~s or er.s~=es lonq~r 

tool edge life or reduces the ~~chin~ ~m:n ti~ 

~or to~l cha.,~in; also =acili~ate$ ~~~ ir.==eases 

both produ=tivity end -en~~r ~==icienr::t• The 

~ooern tre~ds to~ar~s hi~he= ?=a-=~=t:~i~~ ir. 

c~chine tools is basically meant to en~an~e t~e 

The p=ice of ineustrial enerc;:: is about 
triple what it was in 1967. Ene=gy costs are 

ir.creasing at a rate of 2??!"0Xirnately 15 per cent 
a year and economists are not ~orecastin~ a 

sl0t1ing jown of this rate even if the current 

rate of inflation is brought under control. 

Perhaps ·t.he most important factor in mac?'?ine u~e, 

however, is reliability in terms of machine 

perfonnance and uptime. 

Design is often a creative compranise of 

conflicting requirements. Clever df!siqn can 

increase the output, reduce de>t:n ti~e an1 enhance 

universality, or the flexibility to handle different 

workpieces and r.:aterial s. Consi::erable research 

· is being carried out on easier chip dis:>e>sal, 

'improved systems of aut~at-?d work?iece loacinr an~ 
' 

unloaci~~, safety, ergonanics, ener;:y conservation, 
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faster tool and workpiece clamping,and cutting with 

more than one tool simultaneously. 

MA....lilNE-'!'OOL COl'?.l'ROL SYSTEr-!S : 

A spectacular new art of manufacturing, based 
on the chan3ing nature of the info~ation stream 

that runs a manufacturing enter;>rise, is emerging 
in develo-;>eO coun~-ries. In the ?a.st, hU:~an beings 
were both the translators and transr.:i.tt· rs of 

in=o=mation. The operator l-:as the l!l ti.'!late ir.ter
f :ce between the design· intent as incorpo~ated in 

th~ ~achine dr~ing or instructions end the func

ti ~~ing of the raachine tool. Human beings used 
mental and physical abilities to con~=ol the 
::; a::hi:ie tool. 

and nur:terical control is perha?s the mo~t re?=esen

ta ti ve example Of the kind Of contx~1 tha~ plu~s 

into a ea.ta stream with the minimu.'11 of hurna!'l inter

~ent ion. Historically, D\...~erical control has been 

the most significant dev~lopment of the electronic 

revolution as it affects manufacturing engineering. 

The possibility to store information at a 
low cost and to compute arid regulate on the basis 

of stored information has considerably automated 
the production ~~le. Storage, computation and 

machine requlation is done according to the 
principle of digital technology, that is by 

employing a large quantity of evaluated symbols 
with elements of semiconductor technology. In 

other words, the building blocks of modern 

I • e e e ! 9 1 
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electronics hold the key to control technology. 

The following basic aspects of machine-tool 

controls are important to the user and manufac

turer alike ·: operation and prograsmning ; 

operation safety ; cost ; flexibility and 

e~tendability ; and integration and standardiza
tion. 

i -

A numerically controlled machine tool 

is a machine which grinds, drills, turns and 

cuts accoreing to a predetermined proc;ranme. 

Its work cycle is recorded on perforated cards 

or tapes or on magnetic tapes. Canmercial 

product.ion of NC machine tocls began in the 

United States as long ago as 1952. Their 

application ..-as lLT.i tee, but during the past decade 

they have become significantly more so;>histicated, 

compact and cheap, partly because of the silicon 

chip and the associated micro-electronic ~echnology. 

Though initially numerical controls were 

bcllt;to prove their efficacy in machine control, 

many of the above !actors associated with the new 

art of manufacture were not considered. But now 
numerical control is no_ more an engineering 
curiosity. It has come to occupy an im;:>0:tant 

place in the very co~cept of production engineer

ing. The developnent of NC, rendered possible 

by the remarkable growth in se.miconductor 

technology and digital science, is designed to 

make it an invaluable tool of production, due 

attention being paid to its reliability and 
cost. 

• •• 20 
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A decade ago, numerical control was a means 

of autanatictlly controlling ma::hine JDO~ents 
with the help of coded numerical instructic:.is. 
These instructions were contained in a punched 
tape. The coded tape was the heart of NC, with 

1 the responsibility for controlling the sequence 

of machining operatio~. machine positions, ; 
spindle feeds and rotational directions, as 
we11· as many other functions like control of 
the coolant pump. But, in the last ten years, 
NC has changed CODS iderably. Transistors 

have given way to integrated circuits. 
Advances in C31l?Uter·technology have helped 

to re:;>lace all logical hardwa-.re. Decision 

circuits have been superseded by executive 

software in the fo::-m of minico::iputers. The 

NC guided and controlled by co:nputer has 

given birth to computer nu.-nerical control 

(CNC) which is the heart of modem machinir.~ 

centre. Patt progranr:ting, inter-active • 
computer graphi::s, ada:;>ti7e control, micro
computer codes, ser-,ro-mecha:iis:ns, human engtneer

ing and on-line diagnostics have be~n added 
to thP. establi~hment aspects of process 

planning. 

The ccmputer and the properly desi(!neci 

software have made increased sophistication 

of CNC control poss~ble. In conventional NC, 
this increase in sophistication necessitates 
more hardware with a consequent rise in costs • 

••• 21 
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All the machine a.~is irregularities may be 

measu~d and inserted in the con"trol so::tware so 
that in subsequent programned ope=ations the ab
solute ac~acy of rnove.-nent is maintained. It 
is thus possible to pr=>:iuce a part which is even 

more accurate than the machine itself. This 

feature facilitates p?:"Ogramining, optimizes 

machining conditions and achieves consistent 

To re~u=e the ~achine set-up time and com

pensate =or tQol wear, the off set data can be 

~tore= in the memory anc callee at ~~ appro?riate 

t.i;-:ie. Use o= thu:rl:>-\.iheel st-:itches for storing 

cata as in hard-.. -::.rcc cont!"Ollers is eliminate:::!. 

t . . . - ~ ion ca~ oe prov~cec. 

In the case o:: tool b~eakage, the machining 
• 

O?~rat.ion can be s"to:;::p~d 2-'1:': the tool cha."lged 
without destroying "t~e_progra~ed data. 

The present trend is to \.1 ~e a prograr.raable 
:::le.chine inte.::-=ace wher'? a· machin~ inter!ace 

ladder net'.·:ork -can be prograr.imec in St)ftware. 
This has helped the machine-tool builder to 

eliminate considerable number of relays, con

tactors and ma~etics. Changes in the interface 
do not require corresponding hardware changes. 

'l'he ladder network can be displayed on a cathode 

ray tube. (CRT) This feato.ire is an t.·xtremLly 

valuable tool in debugging the machine interface 

program, enhancing the r~liability of the system. 

Since a great deal of hardware is in CNC systems, 
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diagnostics is a very imPortant tool for correct

ing the faults that appear in the course of 

operation in the hardware circuits of the systems. 

Since a computer used in a CNC system has the 

ability to perform different tasks under different 

programs, a proper program can be written to make 

";he computer work like a circuit tester instead 

of an lC Controller, thereby providing a diagnostic 

program. 

"l'be use of a general-purpose minicomputer 

and related software. as part of control systems 

is being discontinued. Con~ol systems built 

with microprocessors and dedi~ated software 

are the b~sic constituents oi th~ CNC system. 

The development of canputer technology 

has rrade possible the introduction of NC 

machin~ tools which themselves had drastically 

changed the technology. Fur-...her inaprovemEllts 

in con~r~ls are foreseen, such as those designed 

to increase their capability and their memory_ 

to allow more functions to be monitored and 

con trolled. Rapid progressive electronics 

causes machine tool controls to becane obsolete 

in three to five years. There will be new, 

complex, high-performance controls as well as 

simpler low-cost versions suitable for less 

complex parts and versions compatible with 

manufacturing systems. 

• •• 23 
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Computers have proved themselves in stand

al~~e machine-t~ol controls. CNC Units are re
placing hard-wire NC, and programmable controllers 

ar~ replaci~g hard-wired relay logic. Computer 

reliability has been remarkable, and controls 

have helped to increase machine uptime and the 

time needed to correct failures. A modular 
control design that allows for add-on capability 

with additional functions can improve flexibility 
and reduce costs. In addition to the central 

processing unit, the use of more computers is 
expected, with functions such as the following : 

supe=-visory computers in the DNC or machining 

system comprls!ng several machine tools: an aid 

to optimization arrl shop performance, in the 

form of a small hand-held ccmputer or micrc
processor or a small personal computer: and a tie

in of machin~ tools to a canputer-assisted 
comprehensivP. operations-control system ir. the 

company. 

Som~ of the methods of improving machin~

tool control uni ts include the following I 

use of integral adaptive controls: features to 

assist or ~peed up accu~acy measure~ent of the 

machine tool; using the computer and display 

already embedded in the machine tool for training 

of operators or maintenance personnel; novel 

schemes of error compensation: additional 

diagnostics: devices to reduce set-up efforts 
and time, such as tool-set stations or feeler 
probes placed in the tool holder with automatic 

adjustm~nt for tool wear or fixture positionsJ 

••• 24 
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on-the-machine inspec~ion of geometry or surf aces 

with automatic correc~ion ~ keeping recor~ cf 

machine utilization or cut~ing-~ol life: self

healing or self-re?air a!ter ciagnosing a 

certain failure such as a broken drill: and 

developmen~ of the ability to modify a p=oc;=a.'tl 

on the shc-;>-floor or record the events c~ ~he 

last minute or t:wo prio= to a failure. 

li~e te::r..inology anc mai.r.~er.a~=e me~hodclo~·. 

S~on; e!:o~~s a~e being made ~~ evolve a se~ 

-:.ec':'lnclogy. :!.s play:.r.i: an !n:::-easi."'lg =cle ~Y 

p=o~ie!n; ~:suel c!s?lays :o~ mo~:~=:!.n~ a~= 

eo::?mand c= con~rcl at eaeh s~ep in ~~e ~an~:ac-

tu:ing p:-o:ess, ~=ar. design ~=· C\:~te:- mo~ion 

an~ 1nterac~ion an~ ~he complete manu!acturing 

sy~tems. !mprovemen~ 't.~rcug~ ~ree-Cimer.sicnal 

modellinq of pa:-~ an= cle;re= ccrrmunication 

betwee~ the ce,"'ices an= ~~e ope=ator are under

going ~urther intensive inves~i~ation. 

Verification of input da~a prior to 

running a program on a machine can be very 
cost-ef:!ective.in batch production of complex 
parts. Tne spin-c~! bene~it is to prev~nt 

production machine ~ools f~om ::ieing used 

extensively for tape checking. 
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Adapt! ve controls, al though studied for 

about 15 years, have found only limited applications. 

Improvements in understarding the cutting processes, 

the variation of cutting conditions and more reli

able sensors need to be developed. Good sensors 

for tool wear and breakage, geometric dimensions . 
or contours, preferably of themn-contact type, 

and demonstrations of specific complete adaptive 

control systems have not yet been perfected. 

There is a need to develop more and better 

sensors, techniques for identifying intermittent 

errors and diagnosing more of the mechanical 

failures through sit'Tllature analysis or other 

techniques. Novel diagnostic approaches are also 

needed,such as those making it possible to 

predict a failure and permitting orderly shut 

downs of operations rath~r than unscheduled 

emergency stops. 

Future NC systems will be microprocessor

based arrl provided with computer graphic display. 

With computer-aided design the use.of this graphic 

display will be extended to the NC systems, result

ing in the interactive graphic CNC system. One 

firm has already brought out a microprocessor ~c 

for turning machines w:~th automatic programming and 

interactive graphic display. In this system the 

cathode ray tube (CRT) can display the appearance · 

of the finished part, the progranmed tool part, 

the actual position value, the system parameters, 
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program data. tool offsets and diagnostics. A 
paging facility is provided for viewing long 

programs on the cathode ray tube display. 

Autanatic programming is another feature 

of CNC to attract users of NC machines. 'l'he 
post-processor is built into the software of 
the system. '!be operator need cnly enter the 

basic dimensions of the workpiece, the codes 
for the tools used, the off sets, feeds, speeds 

and some simple instructions through the key

board. 'l'he built-in software does the necessary 

computation, calculates the arc centre and 

programs itself. 

In the field of diagnostics for mainte
nance of CNC systems, remote diagnostics will 

be commonly employed in future. 

Two such remote diagnostic faciliti~~ 

are currently offered tc NC users in the United 
States. Remote diaqnostics involve the use of 

a t.elephone to transfer digital information 

between a mal-functioning CNC system and the 
central computer used for diagnostics on the 

premises of the manufacturers. The central 

computer is able to make a multitude of analysis 
and checks on both the control unit and the 

machine elements, thus rapidly pin-pointing 

solutions to malfunctions an~ also spotting 
potential sources of failure. The system acts 

as an expert on the shoP-floor, talking the same 

language as the equipment, eliminating communi
cation problems and delays in problem-solving, 

and saving expenses by the travelling field 
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service engineers. This facility can also be 

extended to other countries by using a satellite 
cOllllamications link. 

Llectronics frcm the most sophisticated· 

computer to the circuitry in a simple drive or 
a sensor have introduced "Versatility to manu

facturing technlogy. Advances in electronics 

are expected to increase cost-effective produc
tion. 

Electronic control, for example, will 
change the concept of a stand-alone machine 
and allow the machine to function as part of 
a system. The machine cycle will be altered 

either by remote comnand or by conditions 
sensed on the machine, such as a process 

variable or the position of a surface. 

Machine performance will be monitored 

by ~lectronic sensing devices. The info~

tion thus obtained will be useful for 

diagnostic analysis as well as for managem~nt 

decision making on machine utilization. 

To be useful, however, machine feedback 

will have to be coamunicated to someone besides 
the machine operator, and so control at the 

machine will involve the additional responsi

bility of a communications terminal. Electronic 
technoloqy, such as the data transmission 

and line protocol, will help create an informa
tion flow that will mak~ the machine an 

' 

inteqral part of the manufacturing system. 
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ICnc:Nledge of software design and syste:n 

integration will then becane necessary in manu

facturing plants. A good software designer. 

for example. will be -able to maximise hardware 

utility and create flexible systems that others 

can repair and alter. · A systems integrator 

should understand and determine how all the 

elesnents work in relation to each other. 

Producing RC tapes through voice canmand 
is already a reality. A speed processor that 

converts a progranmer' s analog voice signal 

into the c:Ugi tal language of the com?1ter 

permits pa...-t programs to be generated by 

vocalizing the data. 

A system introduced in 1979 incorpcrates 

large custom-integrated circuits and t."le latest 

techniques in electronics such as high-s;:>eed 

microprocessors and bubble memories. It is 

capable of operating a robot, thus elimin~~ing 

t.lie need for a separate JIC system for the robot, 

and it uses only about half the parts of the 

system it replaces. Another system which will 

reduce the number of parts still further through 

the use of very large-scale integrated circuits 

is being developed. 

soon microprocessors will start replacing 

wheels, gears and mechanical relays in a variety 

of control applications, because it is more 

efficient to move electrons around than mechanical 

parts. 
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Machine ~sign : More sophistication is n~ built 

into machine _tools to machine a part in a single 

set-up. Simple bio-axi.s lathes have given way to 

fo.r-axis lathes and turning centres. Similarly, 

four-axis and five-axis machining centres are 

replacing three-axis milling machines. Automatic 

tool chanqe~s with large tool magazines and 

chains to store upto 70 tools or more are a 

standard feature of the modern machining centre. 

'1'tie contouring table is now used as the fourth 

axis of a machining centre instead of an 

indexing table. Pallets are used to reduce 

workpiece set-up time. 

Turret lathes are now the most canmon 

NC machines. The present trend is to have a 

single combination turret which can hold tcols 

for bot."l internal and external diameter t. ming. 

However, much care is required in planning 

the tool layout and to ensure that there is no 

interference between the tools and the chuck 

while machining the intemal and external 

diameters. Production centres are available 

on which all basic machining operation!' like 

turning, boring, drilling, and milling can ?:>e 

done in one set-up. A spindle can also lJE; 

indexed and moved up and down to do many 

milling jobs. 

Control systems are now being built 

as an integral part of the machine tool itself • 
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Buil~rs of CNC systems now offer control systems 

in the foxm of different modules, so that a machine

tool builderscan buy only th~ modules required and 

acconnodate them in their machine structure. 

By this modular concept.. it is possible to elimi

nate. bulk stand-alone enclosures: to •Plify 

machine electrics and to avoid having long inter

face cables. This ccncept bas cut down the cost 

of NC machines. · 
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v. NOO-'DtADITIONAL MACHINING 12mcms : 

-
'!he increasing use of difficult-to-

machine materials, such as hastelloy, 

nitralloy, .es~alloy, nimonics, carbides, 

stainless steels and heat-resisting steels 

1n the aerospace, nuclear and ccmmmications 

engineering industries and for the manufac

ture. of aili tary hardware, has spurred the 

- de.elopnent of non-tradi tlonal machining 

methods. Conventional machining processes 

have become inadequate to machine these 

materials acco~..ing to rigid quality 

standards and economic production require

ments. In adci ti.on, the machining of such 

materials into canplex shapes is difficult, 

time-consuming and sometimes impassible. 

Non-traditional machining techniques 

have overcome some of the machining difficulties • . 
The non-traditional methods are classified 

accoming to the nature of the ene:-gy employed 

in machining, namely thermal &nd electrothermal,. 

chemical and electrochenical and mechanical. 

In the thennal and e lectrothermal 

methods, the thermal energy is eq>loyetl to 

melt and vapourize tiny bi ts of work materials 

by concentrating the beat energy 0n a •all 

area of the workpiece. By continued J:epeti

tion of this process, the required shape is 

•achinec:S. 1'hese methods include electron-
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discharge machining (EIM), laser-be• machining 

(LEM), plasma-arc machining (PAM), elec:tron-

bealll mac:hining_ (EBM) and ion-beam machining (IBM) • 

'!'he chemical and electrochemical machining 

methods involve a controlled itching or anodic 
\ 

dissolution of the workpiece material in contact 

with a chemical solution. 'l'hese processes include 

chemical : machining (milling and blanlc1nc;) • 
I 

e l~trochemic:al grindinq, honing and deburring. 

In. the mechanical methods of non-traditional 

machining, material is primarily removed by a 

mechanical erosion of the workpiece material. 

The mechanical methods include ultrasonic 

machining (USM). abrasive-jet machining {AJM) 

and water-jet machining (WJM). 

Non-traditional machining processes are 

ap;>lied to all metals and alloys. "l'his is in 

contrast to the conventional machining processes 

which vary in their application depending up6n 

the strength and the hardness of the material. 

Among the non-traditional processes themselves, 

there is a good degree of variation in respect 

of their application on different work materials. 

The application of non-traditional machin

ing prcicesses is also influenced by the shape 

and size of the workpiece to be produced, includ

ing holes, through holes and cavities, pocketing, 

surf acing, through cutting etc., • 
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The other parameters of canparison between 
conventional and non-traditional machining. on . 
the one hand, and among the non-traditional 
machining methods, on the other, are with regard 
to material removal r~tes, the power consumed 

and the .accuracy and surf ace finish that can be 

achieved. 

No~traditional machining processes cannot 
· - at present completely replace conventional 

machining methods of metalworking. '!bey also 

do not cf fer the best solution for all applica
tions. They should only be viewed as canple
menting cooventional metalworking methods. 

The suitability of any of the non-traditional 
machining process for a s;;>ecific application 
should be judged from the standpoint of 

increased reliability of the process, better 

assurance of quality and the ability to machine 
work-pieces which cannot be machined easily . . 
by any conventional methods. 
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VI. METAL-FCRKING Ml.CHINE 'l'OOLS 

Down to tbe third quarter of the 

'blentietb century, metal-cutting has dalli..nated 

oYer metal-foming in the metalworking industries. 
The share of production of metal-forming machines 
as a percentage of world machine-tool production 

was barely 10 per cent during the 19t0s and 

1950s. However, th~ present caicern to conserve 
materials., the rising cost of energy and the 

need to explore new routes of production have 

given metal-forminq considerable significance. 
Metal-forming machines such as mechanical and 

hydraulic presses (single-column open-back 

inclinable types, heavy-duty., strai~h~ a~ 
double-column types and fo~ged types), press 

brakes, shears and guillotine machines 

represent.ed more t:han 20 per cent of total 
world machine-tool produetion during 1979., • 
and since then, have remained steady at 

24 per cent (1988). However., there are 
signs that this share will rise to 30 per cent 

by the end of the r.~ntury. 

The plastic defoi:mat!on of metals 

takes place in two ways : by bulk defoi:mation 

and by incremental deformation. Until 1960 
metal-forming machines, mainly conventional 

forges and presses, wete built to accommo

date workpieces foI111ed by the bulk deformation 
process. H011ever, incremental deformation 

processes axe currently finding wider applica

tion. These are to a certain extent non
traditional forming methods. They include 
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helical rolling, ring rolling, spinning and flow

forming. 'l'hese non-traditilnal methods and other 

high-speed forming techniques such as fine blank

ing and NC punching, powder metallurgy are partly 

respcnsible for a discernible shift fraa cutting 

to forming. 

Hiah-speed Pormin_g : A great deal of interest 

is now being shown in various methods cf form

ing metal at very high s;>eeds. Considerable 

developnent efforts on a wide variety of 

processes have resulted in some high-speed 

forming techniques which have becane important 

in industry by replacing conventional methods. 

!>evelopme14t engineers in the United 

States have designed ane ~uilt a stamped-

steel automotive exhaust manifold that weighs 

60 per cent less than its cast-iron counter

part. Weight reduction, hence enerr.y.-saving, 

was the main objective, but faster engine 

wanr-up and noise reduction are additional 

benefits. Many autanobile manufacturers are 

closely fol lowing develcpments in sumped 

engine components. 

Internal combusion engi~s will never 

be stamped out like wheel covers, but in eight 

to ten years fran now most of their canponents 

could be products of press-working shops. 

Moreover.. the exhaust manifolds and piping 

ahead of the catalytic converter could consist 

of stampings even socner. 
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~e automobile industry uses a great many 

presses which are continuously being improved in 

design. "l'heir greater capacity <1. 500-5,000 tonnes), 

suitable also for deeP-draw metal-forming opera

tions, gives greater production and higher quality 

of pressed canponents such as bodies. doors. 

panels and bmnper stamping for cars and trucks 

With advanced designs of safety accessories. 

However, more sophisticated application of 

forming presses is seen in the aircraft.. space 

and armament industries. In the production of 

military hardware, new technologies are being . 
used in the assembly line of transfer presses 

to produce cartx:idge cases of higher calibres. 

Cold-f oraina : The cold-£ orging of steel has 

attracted attention as a method of improving 

the utilization of material in the manu~ectu:re 

of engineer1nc; components. Al though the process 

is still not regarded as a ~ans of producing 

canponents difficult to make by other methods; 

cold-forging is now receiving much more atten

tion as a result of the rising cost of material 

and the low recovery priee of swarf. In cold

forging, usually the starting billet is progre

ssively changed in shape until the final form 

is achieved. '!'his involves different deforma

tion processes canbined in an arbitrary 

sequence. 1'he.basic sub-processes involved 

are extrusion, upsetting or heading, drawing, 

ironing, swaging, expanding, threading and 
forM-rolling. 
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l'ine-blanlting presses 1 A part made by the blanking 
process ls essentially a finished part. A triple
actiQn sturdily built press exerts forces on equally 
sturdy specially designed tooling and, with preci
sion unattainable on conventional presses, shears 
a part with s~th-edge contours fran stoc~ as 
thick as 20mm. The part may be '.pierced, counter 
sunk, bent or coined. It may become flatter • 

• 
Offsets may be formed in it without loss of dimen-
sional ac~racy. Host important, many, if not all, 
se~ondary o~rations that may have been required 
to produce it by previous conventional methods 
are by-passed. The real advantage of fine blanking 
is the time and money it saves. 

Innovations in punching by numerical control 1 Flat 
metal was first punched asing NC in 1955. 'Ibis 
innovation had far-reaching consequences, leading 
to major chang~s in machin~ry for producing 
holes and contoured cuts in sheet metal plates 
and structural steel members. It also affected 
the operation of cat1panies that bought: such 

equipnent, boosting their manufacturing efficiency. 

Everyone, including manufacturers of 
controls. tooling ~aid auxiliaries, benefited 
f ran the adoption of NC by the metal-punching 
industry. just as builders and users of metal
cutting machinery have reaped the fruit. of NC 
since its introduction. '!be widespread acce
ptance of this type of punch pr~•• control 
stimulated new press designs errl improvement 
on eftrlier designs. In recent years, 1t has 
led to hybrid machines that not only punch 
but also cut by plasma arc or laser beam and 
even perform such functions as milling. 
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On most s~et metal and plate machines, however, 

NC not only governs the X- and Y-axis positioning 
of the workpiece and actuation of the punch, but also 

. .. 
selects t:he correct tooling at the right manent in 
the punching pro9ramme on presses with autanatic 

tool changers. 'l'hese machines represent .. a new 
generation of metal-~~rking machines. 

Powder-metal technology : The powder wetal (PM) 

method of forming f inis~d to almost-finished 

compon~nts is gaining-popularity in the manufac
turing indus"try. More and more parts in the 

inst.-ument, aerospace an~ automotive industries 

are exploiting this technique. Pl\carbide tools, 
hi9h-speed cutting tools. low-cost PY. b~ass 

and liquid ph~se sinterin~ ar~ someLits applica

tions. Test results on aluminium Pl~ parts 
compacted by means of shock waves heve proved 

successful. and parts which coule not be.ma~e 
in one piece wi~h conventional PM1 co:r.?acting . 
techniques are being injection-moulded. These 
and other innovative techniques in PH and 

injection moulding coul~ be employed to produce 

many difficult-to-machine complex parts. 

• 

Non-traditional formino processes : Instead of 
the brute force used in bulk deformation 
teehniqoea, the incremental defoi:mati<>n technic;ues, 
employ fore• purposefully and· skilful~y. These 
non-traditional forminq presses are helical 
rolling, r1n9 rollin9, spinning, flow-formin~ 

and rotary for9in9. Of these processes, rotary 
f or9ing, spinning and flow-forming are n~w the 

most popular ones. 
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Puture of Forming : Metal-fonning is bound to 

attract greater attention in the future because 

of the growing concern to conserve material and 

restrict energy input to optimmi levels. Form

ing is increasingly preferred because it not 

only makes a more prudent use of material, 

but also has in-built possibil.!.ties of better 

control over material properties. 

The future of torming.is bright because 

it allows reducticns in machining sequences 

which are o~herwise ~nevi table in metal-cutting .. 

The newly developed high-precision die-casting 

and forging techniques, precision-blanking and 

sheet metal-working methocs and advances made 

in powder metallurgy, fine-~lanking, NC an~ 

CNC punching, investment castings anc cola 

extrusion, and explosive, electrohydraulic, 

electromagnetic, compressed-gas, water-hammer 

and fuel-combustion forming are offering 

production managers mom econ~mical routes 

of production. Even though tooling costs 

of metal-forming machines are high at present, 
future research efforts may bring them down, 

particularly through the use of CNC in the 

manufacture of dies and tooling. 
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VII. TECHNOLOGICAL '!RENDS IN PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 

1'he follCJWing three major £actors ha~ com

bined in the last decade to advance manufacturing 

technology to:its present stage : the increasing 
cost and shortage of skilled labour : the higher 
product! Ti ty and automatior. of new machines 
(including CNC) offered by machine-tool builders : 

i 

and the availability of reliable low-cost computers. 

Average lot size has decreased in recent 
yea rs, even iii traditional mass. production 
industries such as the automobile industry. Today, 
the emphasis is on high volume rather than mass 
pro~uction. The latter implies millions of 
identical parts while the forme=- means production 
at the same high rates but with the ability to 
adapt to customer preferences. To meet higher 
perfo:rmance standards and safety and ecological 
regulations, manufacturing tolerances are beCCID\ing 
finer. All these factors have enhanced the impor
tance of optimization technology in manufacturing, 
which in turn has lead to_ innovatiw types of 
machine tools and machining systems. 

Computers in manufacturing : Computer monitoring 

or control of plant operation is the most signifi
cant trend in the metalworking industry. Canputers 

are used to solve scientific an~ engineering 
problems related to product design and production 
engineering, ensure the flow of parts and assemblies, 
control inventories and monitor production operations • 
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Scbe:i~ing is c'1nputer-controlled, the objective 

beinq to keep machines and prodlE:tion lines as 

fully loaded as possible in order to receive 

maximlD return on canpany investment and facilities. 

Probably the biggest advantage of 

compute• in metalworkin;i plants is their ability 

t;o keep track of what happens on a real-time basis. 

Alerted by computers, management is able to 

make decisions ~hen they are needed and when 

trou~le occurs. The managers are able to study 

metalworking·operations in their plant in great 

de~ail to find where process improvements-

better flows of parts and materials between 

· machine and tools, better allocation of manpower 

and brai~power -will pay off. 

Computer-aided design and manufactur~ 

are making it possible to transfer all the ' . . 

routine functions in manufacturing operations. 

to the electronic canputer. vesting in it a : 

limited supervisory control and using 1 ts 

data-processing capabilities to optimize the 

manufacturing operations. Electronic control -· . of manufacturing operations is advancing as 

rapidly as development of software will pemit. 

Emphasis is currently on linked machines, 

integrated systems and canputer-aided manufacture 

(CAM) • The stand-alone CNC machine and groups of 

CNC machines are now widely used for batch 

manufacturing. Future CAM systems will probably 
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be formed by linking first one and then several 
CNC machines with automatic work handling or 

robotics with overall control by means of 

hierarchical computer system. The next 
logical progression will be linked multiple 
systems of this type with autcmated assembly, 

which could possibly be the forerunner of an 

umnanned factory. 

Direct numerical control of NC machines 

from a central computer has played a less 
prominent role while recent attention has been 

focused on a systems approach to batch manuf ac
turing, nsnely flexible manufacturing systems 

(FHS) and unmanned manufacturing systems. All 
the integrated CAM systems are aimed at batch 
manufacturing, have a high level of materials 

handling and have integrated control systems. 

Hence they can be considered an extension of 

DNC systems with the inclusion of management • 

infomation systems,. work transport and 
possibly tooling transport·systems. 

Integrated Manuf acturina : AJ:l integrated 

manufacturing system is one that combines a 

nmber of hitherto separate manufacturing 
processes so that they can be controlled 

by a single source. The chief benefits 

a:re as follows s 
reduction in lost time caused by inter-stage 
movement of the canponents being made. ; 

improved machine tool utilization; reduction 
in manpower ; reduction of work in progress; 

and greater flexibility of component batching 
and loading. 
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At present. the •ajority of systems developed : 
have concentrated on the machining processes involved 

and, in particular. the manufacture of prismatic 

parts. A truly c:anplete integrated •anufac:turing 

system would i:equin the sallM! degree of co-ordina

tion and control to be applied to other major 

C?perational areas. t:hat ls. pro&iction of rata
tional parts. fabrication and assembly. 

However. the main concern has been vi th the 

application of t:his type of manufacture to 
small batch production, which represents a signifi
cant proportion of manufacturing output in almost 
all countries. It has been estimated that the 
difference in cost between mass production and small 
batch production of the same components can be as 

much as 30 to 1. and an appropriate expression 
of th~ cost t~rget for integrating manufacturing 
systems could be the mass production of one-offs. 

Production could now be accurately planned 
through complex system of machining operations, 
and the manual content has been reduced largely to 
that of inspection of parts and tooling to 

maintain the standards of accuracy and finish 
demanded by the specification of the component. 
Because of the high operating efficiencies leading 

to greater tool-cutting time, a group of eight 

machines can be equated to 100 conventional 
machines in output, especially on small batches 

·1p to 50 parts. 'ft\e average number of machines 
in a system varies between fiYe and nine machining 
centre•. though in the United States 70 have 
been incl\X!ed in one system. 
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Camputer-aided manufacture (CAM) : A CAM system is 

a closed-loop regulating system, the primary input 

dimensions of which are demand (requirements) and 

product idea(creativity), and the pri.Jnary output 

dimensions of which are finished components 

(finish-assembled. tested and xeady for use) • It 

represents a ccebination of software and hardware involv-

_g production methodology. planning and control. 

and the choice of production aids inclueing machine 

tools. It can be realised by systemS engineering 

methods and offers a possibility cf total automa

tion through flexible and adaptive means. '!be 

most important aid to ac~ieve t.'tiis goal is the 

computer. This is the basic concept. guicing the 

development an~ application of canputers for 

integrated production. 

In other words. CAM is a conglomerate 

concept where the ability of the computer is 

used at every stage of manu~acture by evclving 

a cellular structure. Though this type of 

manufacturing lllay appear related to the transfer

line concept, CAM has the flenbili ty,, unlike 

transfer-lines. tc alter the type of product and 

the product flow sequence from machine to 

machine. The alteration o! product flow sequence 

is done in such a manner as to 'keep the idle tillle 

of any machine to the minimun. Such flexibility 

is achieved because of the monitoring and control 

exercised by the central computer. 
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The flexibility offered by new hardware 
and software is encouraging a shift from fixed
programme •ass production facilities to variable-. 
·progranae autoaatlon. It is nov realized that 
the best benefits of computer control are only 
obtained in a kind of group technology where 
the machines ai:e linked by aut~atic transfer 
systems and the computer keeps a continuous 

track on a Tariety of con1ponents as they go 

through the manufacturing cell. 

The DMC computer is now extended to 
handle management functions vi thin the manu
facturing cell- such as scheduling, inventory, 
materiais management, budgetary control and 
reporting. 'ftle integration of a number of 
such manufacturing cells into a single 
manufacturing facility through a central 
computer vill complete the cycle, giving rise 

to the integrated manufacturing system. 
Such systems are required to have a hierarchical 

line of conputers at different levels. Infor-
mation and feedback from various cells, back 
to the cen,ral large computer, which possesses 
software capable of progranming the whole 
operation for.the optim\1111 utilization of reso\rces. 
'lbe addition of automatic warehouses, assembly, 
test and dispatch systems is also proceeding. 
leading to the po~sibility of automated unmanned 
manufacturing. 
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Flexible machining systems (IMC) : Flexible 
manufacturing systems have three distinguishing 
characteristics : potentially independent OlC 

machine tools : a transport mechanism: ancl an 

overall ~od of control that coordinates the 

function of both machine tools and the conveyor 

system so u to acheive ~lexibility. 'l'he main 
purpose of such systems is to ilitegrate the . 

__ various functions in the Eame machine tool to 

form a flexible manufacturtng cell that is a 

module of flexible manufacturing system. 

Each flexible manUf acturing cell is an 

autonomous module, the functions of which =u-e 

supervised and controlled by a microprocessor

based canputer. The various functions of -:he 

individual cells are as folla11s : 
supply of blanks. tools, gauges and devices: 

use of clamping devices for identification, 
selection, transport , orientation, loading, • 

positioning, cl•ping, declamping, interlock . . 
supervision' and ot:her step.by-step operations: 
automatic exe.:ution of operations such as 

measure~nt C·f the workpiece; adjustment of 

clamping device, material handling and position
ing, and automatic monitoring by sensors of 

interlocks, lubrication failure, tool breakage 

and other.malfunctions. 
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·Each cell basically caters to a particular 
machining process like turning and milling. The 
different cells are connected by transport 
devices into flexible manufacturing system, and 
the coordination of the simultaneous activity 
of all the cells ls accomplished by the process 
computer hierarchy so that from r~v material to 
end-product the complete production process is 

automated. 

An alternative concept of a flexibl 0 machining 
system envisages a manufacturing cell which 
performs various machining processes lik~ turning, 

milling and boring as a part of one indivLdual 
cell. In this case, the material-hand~ing functions 
are reduced. An existing stand-by robot or integrated 
robot handl~s the workpiece and the measurement 

device. 

Maximum utilization of the cutting.capability 
of the machine tool is ensured by an adaptive 

control. Suitable sensors to monitor process 
parameters are incorporated in the manufacturing 

system. The CNC system integrates the whole 
control strategy for utilization of installed 
capacity, reduction of idle time and monitoring 
the the1111al effects o~ component accuracy. 

Several manufacturing cells linked by a· 
transport syste~, additional handling devices 
and an automated-storage and retrieval system 

for the workpie~e, tools etc., can lead to 
the concept of an automated factory. The most 
advanced stage of optimization would involve 
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a hierarchical organisation in which all cells at 
a higher level are controlled by centralized DNC
type camputer and all production groups are linked 
to a mini-cOmputer, providing a basis for canplete 
on-line opti•ization of material flow, scheduling. 
routing, and ful.l autcnation of prcx3uction. 

Flexible manufacturing systems based on 
group technology or cell production principles 

Using CNC machines and gauging equipment are now 
being i.D ..... ~lled with robot handling devices and 
palletized conveyor supply units to machine 

families of parts.· 

Development is also proceeding with the auto
-_ snation of metal-forming machines using mini
compuU!rs and micro-processors. Programmable 
turret punches, auto-controlled guillotines 
and shears, and manipulative equipment are in 
use. Robot developments applied to metal-fOrntfD9 
operations will enab~e a consieerable degree 
of autanation in this class of piece-part manu
facture. Xt is now possible to construct ~tal
foming produc:tion cells vi th the aid of robots 
that will blank, pierce an~ bend a family of 
ccrnponents using a ·caau11on stock material. 

1'he manufacture of piece-parts, whether 
forged, welded, sintered or similarly processed, 

is being automated wit.'1 the use cf robota. 
1'be automation of assembly operations remains 
problematical, except for flow-line manufacture. 
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But robotic and computer developnents will have 
considerable impact on these operations in the 
inmediate future. 

Group Technology 1 One of the methods of solving 
the problem of conflict between productivity and 
flexibility in the canputer-integrated flexible 
manufacturing system is group technology, which 
is a progressive management concept employ~d in 
an engineering industry within the fram~work of 
an integrated manufacturing system. The applica

tion of group technology in a purposeful manner 
can.result in economic benefits of mass produc
tion even in ~a~ge and medium batch production. 
In addition to streamlining production through 
the rationalization of compon~nts, it also 
helps to establish better co-ordination between 
the production wing and other functions like 
designr methods and sales engineering. The fact . 
that more than 80 per cent of the engineering 

industries 9£ the world are engaged in medi'dm 
and small batch production should give the 
concept of group technology a new signif i~ance. 

Traditionally laid-out production lines 
bas9d on functions such as turning, drilling and 
boring, lead to many production delays because 

of inherent limitations in production control. 
A group technology-based production system 
orqanize the production faciliti~s in self
contained and self-regulating groups, each of 
which undertakt?Smmplete manufactur~ of a 

family of components with similar configurations 
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and manufacturing characteristics. The different 

cells of the group technology system virtually 

function ar small factories within t.""ie main 

factory. This assur~s reduction in throughput 

time. work in progress. inventory, setting ti.me, 

work handling. jigs and fixtures etc... 'nlis 

ccmcept improves design rationalization, job 

satisfaction and production control. NC shops 

are at present major areas where group technology 

is employed. But with a shi'!t from hard-wired 

NC to so!tware-based control like CNC, much of 

the essence of group tec;,nology will trickle 

down to the software. 

Comnu't~r control and inspectit::n of machine tools : 

The evolut.ion current.ly taking place in the . 

direction of can:;niter control and inspection 

of machine tools represents the most progres

sive field of developnent of modem machine 

tools. It is aimed at exploiting the enormous 

~ential of NC through. CNC, DNC and the 

hierarchical canputer system. This potential 

is steadily increasing in scope as.a result of 

the advance continuously being made in t.~e 

field cf canputer technology. 

More and more minica11puters are being 

used in the wor~-place. Because of the linkage 

between the work stations, the trend is toWards 

a decentralized canputer, which allows a 

partial separation between data processing 

and the control function. This is especially 

true of computer control of machine tools. 

The computer has thus become the most modern 
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device for error diagnosis and correction on 
modern machine tools. 

The future trend will be towards the 

developnent of methods which facilitate auto
matic correction of malfunctions.. The caaputer, 
as soon as it detects conditions that may lead 
to an error, will alter machine parameters in 

such a manner that the error will not actually 
take place. In case of malfunctioning, the 
comput!!r will s9nd a canmand for the replacement 
of the defective electrical or mechanical module. 
Thus it is now possible to operate machine tools 
wlthout op~ra~lng personnel. 

Metrologv and Inspection : Metrology is going 
through a revolution brbught about by the inte-. 
gration of electronics with the science of 
measur~rnent. Developments in inspection and . 
gauging equlpm~nt are aimed at matching the 
high p~oduction rates of modern machine tools 

and meeting the requirem~nts of finer measuri~g 
resolution and higher accuracy. A large degree 

of automation is also being built into these 
systems for compatibility with automated manu
facturing systems. 

Major trends in gauging and inspection 
equipm~nt point to·..rards an increase in speed 
and accuracy of rieasurements. ·Systems using 

opto-electronics ~nd electrical contact to 
replace electromecnanical probes have been 
specially developed and the.!·e is a clear trend 
towards remote sensing of size usin~ lasers 
and similar devices. 
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A complete shift to digital display of 
information in most measuring equipment, including 

such devices as hand-held micrometers, is now 

evic:1ent. 

Different devices axe being integrated with 
measuring centres, especially in post-process 

inspection equipment. Applications of mini

computers and output devices such as plotters, 
printers and cathode r·,y tube (CRT) displays 
have been devel c,ped to enable inspection equip

m~nt to achieve rapid and accurate processing 

anc;I presentation of metrological information. 

An increase mf two orders of magnitude 

in acc-.iracy has been ob~ained in the resolution 

of measurement. With the advent of the job

shop laser, it is now possi~le to measuxe 

distances down to o:r 1 micron. 

Progress in measuring techniques has been 

so rapid that the resolution and accuracy 
of gauging have reached limits gcwerned by 

the inheren~ instability of the machine and 

worlcpi~e system. The stress on machine design 
to achieve higher final part accuracies is now 

greater. The drive towards even higher part 

accuracies continues, justified on the grounds 
of lower rejections, requirements of automatic 
assembly, longer final product life, legisla

tion to reduce noise levels and the needs of 

related technology suchas integrated circuits • 
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The development of compact and reliable 

electronic probes has made possible in-process 
gauging on transfer lines and other automatic 
manufacturing systems. Systems are being 

developed to use this capability in the 
adaptive mode to correct job or tool setting 

to achieve the required size. Automatic 

gauging systems are also applied on equipment 

used for automated assembly. Modular automatic 

inspection systems have already been developed 

to fit automated production lines ranging from 

automobile to bearing manufacture. These 

moduies can be combined to suit gauging 

requirements on a wide variety of parts andto 
incorporate devices to load, transfer, index 
and unload parts and segregate them lnto 

acceptable and rejected lots. 

Assembly and ma~erials handling : Assembly, 
with its high labour content, is an area 

holding poter~tial for profitable automation. 

Mass production industries in developed 

market economies have made considerable 

progress in this direction. 

So far, automated assembly has been 
applied only to subassemblies. Even in the 
automobile industry, automated assembly 
has been applied only to subassemblies like 

the rear-differential axle and brake-dr\111. 
There is, however, a continuing search for 

methods to extend automatic assembly to 
whole products. Modern systems integrate 
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assembly, inspection and testing into one auto

matic process. Automobile engine assembly is 
one area that has seen the application of such 

concepts with the process being controlled 

and moni tared by canputer. 

Future design of automatic assembly 

equipnent will also incorporate gauging, 

which wi 11 have a special impact on the 
electronics industries. Attempts are being 

made to use such systems in mechanical 
assembly when parts become jammed together 
or deformed without the 'knowledge of the 

operator. 

Controls for assembly machines have 

also experienced consi~erable development. 
Programmable controllers are commanding many 

assembly machines, surpassing even computers 
and hard-wired controls in a number of 

applications. 

Substantial progress has been made in 

Tecent years in the developnent of fasteners. 

New types of bolts, screws, nuts and rivets make 

assemblies easier, faster, cheaper and adaptable 

to automation. The newest concept is a system 

which sets bolts under a kind of adaptive control 

I that shuts down the fastener driving tool when a 

preset torque -rotational angle combination is 

reached. 
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Industrial adhesives are taking ovet many areas 
now served by mechanical fasteners. Teehniques of 
adhesive bonding, originally developed for aerospace 
applications, may produce revolutionary changes in 

mechanical assembly. 

Materials-handling systems are beinq_integrated 

increasingly with opP.rations in the plant. Computers 

are obvious tools foF application in such systems. 

Foundries will be a major target for automated 
computer-controlled materials-handling systems in 

the years ahead. 
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VIII. AUTCMATION ARD FUTURE mnms IN PROOOCTION TECHNOLOGY 

Robots : Robots have been on the industrial scene since 
the early 1960s, but the first models were large and 

designed mainly for tedious, difficult and hazardous 

tasks. 

Thanks to modern micro-electronics technology, 

robots have canputers that enable them to learn a succes
sion of- tasks and versatility that premises to render 

obsolete a good deal of what is currentiy thought of, as 

autanation. Robots in fact represent. the latest advance 
in automation, whether progranmable or fl-?xible. 

As distinct from the automatic mechanism, a robot 

generally has a multiple degree of rotary and linear 
~reedan that can be actuated individually ane simul
taneously to give a close approximation to the physical 

motions of a human being1 performinQ the same t~sks. 

Whereas the earliest robots were controlled. 
by programmes set with limit switches, modern robots 

are programmed by a minicomputer to which they are 
temporarily attached. Robots have bee~ developed 

which can be automatically progr~ or taught a 
sequence of movements by a hunan operator who guides 

the robot through the sequence. 

Robots are at present applied in a wide 

range of tasks, including loading and unloading 
machine tools and presses, removing ·parts from 

die-casting machines, th~ handling and transfer 

.of materials, especially in foundry and forge, 

welding, painting and simple assembly operations • 

. . 
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-~rototype robots with radimentary' sensory 

feedback are already functioning· in some countri~s. 
The use of television and holographic techniques 
is having a major impact on the developnent of 
robots capable of seeing and recognizing three
dimensional objects, especially when the objects 
are presented to the robot in· a random orientation. 

The computer program is the key to turning 

robots into assemblers. More advanced robots can 

be told w~at to do by typing the instruction on 
a c<?"'puter keyboard in a languaoe that inclutJes 
about 100 English words. Eventually, the evolu

tion of robot language wlll make it possible to 
give robots more complicated instructions. 

Having effectively eliminated the need 
for skilled operators for most machining opera
tions in the L.960s and 1970s, machine-tool 
builders in rleveloped countries are trying to 
evolve reliable unmanned machining systems 

capable of substantially boosting machine-tool 
throughout, ensuring strict adherence to 

stringent. qual_l ty control standards, minimizing 

in-process inventories and guaranteeing produc

tion rates. 

Automation, l~edlng to unmanned factories, 
·-is technologically feasible in industry, yet · 

its effect on peopl~ coul~ cau$e insoluble social 
problems. The widespread use of unmanned 
factories may th~refore co-ne about only gradually. 
although the scope for unmanned operations under 
certain circunstances will increase in developed 

countries. 
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IX. '!HE TECHNOLOGY GAP AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 

00 IEVEU>PING COUN"m.IES 

Technoloaical Factors : 'l'he phenomenal progress 

taking place in the metal worlting and machine 

tool industries in developed countries may be 

attributed to the following : 

the evolution of modern machine-tool mechanics 

and design, cutting-tool material:s and tool-

-~ornetry, machine-tool controls. and manufacturing 

systems. By contrast, the newly industrializing 

countries have made insignificant progress in 

these areas, and the least developed countries. 

with little manufacturing industry. none at all. 

It appears almost impossible therefore for the 

developing countri~s to bridge this wide techno

logical gap. 

Machine tool mechanics and desion : 

In the field cf machine-tool mechanics and 

designs. developing countries lag far behind. 

The majority of the machine-tools being produced 

in these countries mostly the general purpose 

machine tools. have been licensed·fran advanced 

countries. It is unlikely that the licensed 

designs would be the latest designs, because if 

_ the latest designs are the m&in export 1 tesns of 

developed countries, the licenaors would not 

easily agree to transfer the designs and know
how to produce these machines elsewhere. Even 

1 f 1 t were possible to obtain agreements for 

license manufacturing rights for some of the 

advanced designs of machine tools. it would 

-
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take a large amount of resources to be invested by 

the licensee in licence fees, royalties, ~roduction 
facilities and, for extensive training of their 
tecmical and produetion personne 1 to enable them 
to master the whole proct!ss of producing the sophi
sticated machine designs. 

More important is the-fac~ that in develop
ing co\intries, a sufficiently lc-rge volune of demand 

cannot be expected for highly sophisticated m~chines. 

Advanced d~signs of machine tools, and m~chining 
syst~s are developed to -neet specific demands 
of the machinP-tool-uslng industries such as the 

aerospace. aircraft, automo~ile, armaments and . 
engineering industries. How~ver, it is encouraging 
to note that some of the newly industrializing 
countries like China, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Singapore aoo india have taken up the produ:: tion . 

of CNC machine .tools and machining centres to 

cater primarily to their national metal-working 
industries of the above categori~s. 

Although computer-aide~ design is catching 
up in acme of the newly industrializing countries, 

it is restricted to applications such as bed and 
colunn design calculations, gear drives and th~ 
design of main spindl~s. Computers at~ mainly 
employed for checking the designs of machine 
elernent~_and unit assemblies after the proto
types have been built on emperical designs. 
Facilities for such work are far too limited 
and may be available only at machine tool 
rese"arch institutes and universl ties teaching 
mar;hin'! tool technology. 
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The experience of developed countries has 

been as follows : ::mprovenient in manufacturing 

systems takes place in the machine tools using 

industri~s through t:he availability of advanced 

and highly producti.ve machine tools; and the 

advanced designs of machine tools are made 

available to the using industry if there ·is 

suff ici.ent demand for th~. Hence, the techno-

__ logical gap in the machine tool industry could 

narrow if modernization takes place in the produc

tion technology employed by the metalworking 

industry. which is the main custC111er for machine 

tools. 

If their metal-working industries were 

given the correct incentive to upgrade their 

technologi~s and moc2rni.se their engineering 

methods and production technology, developing 

countries would iD the cou=se of time be able 

to narrow the technological gap in machine • 

tool mechanics and designs. But taking into 

account the market situation, the resources 

available and, above all, the great techno

logical advances taking place continuously 

in developed coun~ies, the gap in machine 

tool technology between de"Tt!loped and developing 

countries will probably be difficult to bridge. 

Machine Toal controls : One of the major techno

logical gap between developed and developing 

countries is in the area of micro-electronics. 

There has been growth in the electronics industry 

in sane developing countries, mainly to meet the 
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requirements of entertainment, communications 

and armanents production. Though the use of 

computers for office purposes is comparatively 
well-established in some developing countries, 
the industrial application of modern conputer 
technology is yet ~~ catch-up in a big vay. 

Some of the machine tool producing 
developing countries have started producing 
CNC machine tools, but the designs belong 
to the older generation as conpared to 
those prOduced by the developed countries. 

The manual-data-input-type of control 
system is used in some developing countries 
on centre lathes, knee-type milling machines, 
drills etc ••• However, modern manual data 
inputs employed in developed countries are 
microprocessor-based, and such controls are 
gradually being introduced by some of the 
industrial!zing developing countries. 

Manufacturing systems : The absence of the 

latest canputer-integrated manufacturing 
systems in developing ccuntries is the 
result of their lagging behind in areas 

such as computer technology, advanced designs 
of machine tools, and highly advanced cutting 

tools _':'sually associated with sophisticated 
types of machinP. tools. Al though the large
scale introduction of robots into the manu
facturing systems of developing countries may 

be a distant cry and even undesirable in view 
of the existence of a large unemployed labour 
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force. robots coulc1to some extent1be employed for 

specific tasks that are usually impossible or 

undesirable for human beings to perform. But 

without the strong support of computer science, 

this cannot be achieved. 

~tal-forming : With regard to metal-forming 

presses. sc.ne developing countries are manufac
turing conventional types of open-back-inclin
able and parallel frame presses with hydraulic 
and mechanical drives and shears and press 

brakes. Heavy-duty hydraulic and mechanical 
types of conventional presses, mainly used in 

mass production industries. are being made in 
some developing countries, but the hydraulic 

aggregates and other accessories are still 

imported from developed countries. 

As in the case o~ metal-cutting machine 
tools, the technology gap bet~-een developed anq 

developing countries wit.~ regard to metal-forming 

pi:esses is also widening each year. This is more 
apparent in the case of non-traditional forming 

methods such as helical a..~d r~ng rolling, 

spinning and f low-forn-~ng. In developed countries, 

considerable research is being carried out with 
the aim of producing parts consisting of high

strength alloys formed into complicated s'tlapes, 

for example by means· of powder metallurgy. In 
sane industrializing developing countries, 

simple types·of cold-forging. extrusion, fine 

blanking and NC punching presses are manufac

tured mostly under license fran developed 

countries. 
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One of the main bottle-necks in metal
forming is the manufacture.of complicated dies 
and tooling. For this, high-strength alloy 
steels must be machined on sophisticated machine 
tools such as CNC continuous-path vertical or 
horizontal machining centres. There appears to 
be not much developments taking place in this 

area. 

Anoth0 r piece of sophisticated equipm~nt 
of the high Spt:"ed metal-forming industry is the 

transfer line press for autanatic and progressive 

operations on transfer line, both in forging and 
forming. Although some sheet-metal forming 
transfer line pres3es are manufactured in the 
newly industrializing countries, heavy-duty and 
progressive forrp presses with NC controls are 
being improted. -

Non-traditional machining : In the area of 

non-traditional machining systems, developing 

countries have made very little progress. One 

reason is that such metal-working processes have 

a relatively restricted field of application. 
Moreover, the development, and in p~ticular 
the application, of many of the technologies 
has yet to be perfected even in developed 
countries. 
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A sur-vey of develo:Pnents · taking place in 

this field in developing countries shows that 
only the fo~lowing processes are employed in 

t1'1e metal-working industries in sane industria. 
lizing countries : 

electron-discharge machining, e!ectrochemical 
machining and electron-beam machining. Of 

these, EIM and EEM welding have found great 
usage than th~ others. ln EIM, the wirecut 
process is becoming increasingly popular 

mainly in the production of high-precision 
di~ and press tooling, for instance, in the 

horological and. instrument industries. EEM 

welding technology is receiving greater 
attention, particularly, in more advanced 

industries, such as the aircraft, aerospace 

ane atomic energy industries. 

Economic Implications : It is not possible for 
any country, whether developed or developinq, to 

become canpletely self-suificient inmachine tools. 
It is also unnecessary and economically undesir
able. The largest machine-tool producing 

deVP.loped countries with the exception of Japan, 
are themselves the biggest importers of machine 

tools. This type of interdependence,, in which 
a country imports its own requi~rements of machine 

tools and yet specializes in producing certain 

types of machine tools,, is a special feature of 
the global machire-tool industry. Some of the 

O!EA countries,, which at first aimed at becaning 

completely self-sufficient, had to abandon the 

attempt and now import large number of specialized 
machine tools from developed market economies • . 
This was nece~sary in order to improve the quality 

standa;-ds of the products of their metalworking 

"industry to canpete in the world markets. 
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It is sometimes argued that production technology 

employing a comparatively large labour force ~ould be 

as efficient as highly advanc~d labour-saving technology. 
However, labour productivity in developing countries 
is very poor compared with labour productivity, that 
is. added value ~r workf!r per annum, in developed . 
countries. Productivity improvements are not entirely 
the result of workers work!ng_harder and better. 
Productivity improvem"!nts largely arise fran the 
efficient use of material and capital resources. In 

modern ind~s~y, this is possible mainly through 
bet~r management of resources employing improved 

arx3 advanced t~chnology. 

The insuff iclent development of the machine
tool and manufacturinq industrie~ in developing 
countries .is one of the main reasons for latters' 
backwardness industrially and economically. 

Over BO per cent of the world manufacturing 
industry is-in developed countries. Unless there 
is a massive transfer of modern technology from 

dev~loped to developing countries, the latter will 

remain in a state of permanent economic weakness.~ 

On the other hand, such a transfer would enable 

developing countries to develop their own techno
logical capabi 11ty1D produce e surplus of man·.if ac
tured goods, m~chinP.ry and engineering products 
which could complete on world export markets. 
With the export earning, they in turn could import 
their sp"!Cial requirements of machines and machine 
tools thus widening markets for the developed countries • 
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It has been estimated that in India alone, 

10 million jobs must be created every year 

fran noW on, to the year 2000 to cope with 

population growth and the bac!tlo9 -~ of unemploy

ment. With more than BSO milli·.m people, India 

has a gross national product, two fifths the 

size of that of the United Kingdom, which has 

only 60 million people. lhe same is true for 

many developing countries of Africa and Asia. 

Part of the problem is that most developing 

countries depend heavily on agriculture, 

with more than half their products ccxning 

fran this secto.r which enploys at least two 

thirds of the labour force. The main object 

of the policy-makers and governments of develoP

ing countries should !:>e to relieve agriculture 

of this heavy ccncentration of labour by intro

ducing mechanization and to a large extent 

diverting labour to industries. This is only 

possible through rapid industrialization using 

modern tools and production technology. • 

Industrialization in developing countries 

has been very uneven. Some of the middle-income 

countries have made considerable advances in 

industry. Severalof them have nearly one quarter 

of their workers in the manufacturing sector, 

which is as much as some developed countries, 

at present. Othe_r countries show little change. 

In many of the poorest countries, less than S 

per cent of the work-force is engaged in the 

manufe.cturing sector. It would be highly 
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misleading to present developing countries as 

invariably poverty-stricken. Even among the 
low-income countries some progress has occured, 
and the newly industrializing countries have 
achieved remarkable growth rates. Republic 
of China, Argentina, Brazil, South Korea, 
Taiwan, India and Mexico have an established 
industrial base which has increased rapidly in 
recent decades. Though economically, ther~ 
appears to be no way for the developing world 
to match the industrialised countries, yet some 

of the industrializing developing countries 

are endeavouring strongly to improve their 

economies. 
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X. ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL CC-OPERATION 

To minimise the widening technological 

gap between the developed and developing co~tries 
in the area of mac:."'iine tools. a. possible approach 

a~ars 

between 

this is 

to be technical atd economic co-operation 

the countries. Generally speaking. and 
. 

also the case with machine tools. the 

use of scientific and technological achievemen~ 

of the world's advanced countries has a special 

place in the canplexi ty of measu=-es aimed at speed

ing up the developing countries' economic and 

industrial development. This is the main lever 

which they can use to raise the t~chnological 

level of their economies and to sharply reduce 

the time it takes to move to high, efficient 

mechanised and automated production which is 

the basis of modern economy. 

HCM can this be done ? Is it more 

sensible from the national, economic standpoint 

to import ready-made technological innovations 

fran other countries or tomake llSe of scientific 

ideas ac~ discoveries to develop technological 

innovations on a national basis ? Those seem 

to be the two extremes of the whole range of 

possible solutions. Any cut-and-dry answer to 

the above question woilld neither take into 

account the diversity of the de-veloping 

countries -which is>in a way,a patchwork of 
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disperate economic levels -nor the dynamism of the 

very task of reconstructing the national economy 
for something that is right at one stage of develop

ment may prove wrong at the other, higher stage. 

It is important there fore to formulate a general 
principle of approach to the solution of this 
problem, by the individual developing countries. 

Machine tool industry provides an interest
ing area when! economic and t~chnical co-operation 
betwe~n the developed and developing countries 
on one hanu and among the developing countri~s 
themselves on the other, could be hig~ly profitable 

to both the parties. Hcwever, there are many practical 
hurdles in the process. Unlike in process industries 
like the petrochemicals ana fertilisers ~nd drugs 
and pharmaceuticals, the engineering manufacturing 
industry like maghine tools normally takes considerable 
time and patience to realise that for healthy growth 
of both the pa~ti~s, it wculd be a great advantage 
if the co-operation is on a continual basis, which 
is why the whole exercise is one of time-consuming 
process, warranting closer understanding and 

friendship between the partners. If carried out 

to the logical conclusion with understanding, 

such a co-operative endeavour should turn out to 
be beneficial to both the parti~s. 
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Any _technology transfer has of-course 

economic implications. Specific technologies 

like machine tool technology could be acquired 

at reasonable costs and on acceptable terms anc 
conditions.. Since the cost of technology 

could be high, certain broad priorities should 

be established and a degree of selectivity 

applied. Machine tool ~ing the basic industry 

-- for development of any meta1111o-orking industry, 

in o~r opinion, should enjoy high priority in 

the overall scheme of industrialization of a 

developing country. 

The current deliberations in developing 

coun-tries on appropriate technology are a 

sequel_to some of the failures ·and pitfalls 

of indiscriminate purchase and adoption of 

alien technology. The types of technology 

obtained from industrialised countries under • 

'ai~' programme or outright purchase with 

scarce foreign exchange, have not in some 

cases reflected the actual needs of these 

countri~s, but seem to support their own 

belief that th~ very act of purchase and 

indigenisation of the latest technology, 

will put them on the path of rapid industria

lizatiori and consequent welfare of the masses. 

This has not been the case with many of the 

developing countries. 
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The technology transfer frcm the developed 

industrial nations to dev~loping countries 
should not be an exercise of blind faith in 
technology but that of te~ted faith in hunan 
resourcefulness. In fact, it is imperative 
for the-developing countries to consider a 
totally different approach to th~ co~ntry's 
development. This impllPs that a va~i~ deve
lopment strategy should be evolved not only 

from the technologies of the advanced co•Jntri es 
but from alternative or. adapted technology 

that· should facilitate lo• capital inves~nt, 

employment generation and production throug~ 

decentralised m~ans vlz., among the industries 
and small, medium seal~ and ancillary sectors. 

Choice of technology depends also on 
the stage of industrial developl!lent of a 
developing nation. It is observed that all 
developing countries cannot be cast into a 
single mould when their industrial and tech
nological progress and developments are 

concerned. One of the serious inhibiting 
factors for developing countries to choose 

more appropriate desi?ns and production 

technology is the paucity of foreign exchange 
and scmetimes even internal resources. 
Ae a result, some developing countries 
depend upon foreign cr9dits and sometimes . . .. -
on 'tied' alas. Such a situation sometimes 
may brin~ in an elem~nt of doubt, ~s to wheth~r 

the designs and technology imported from the 
~onor country have been ~~e state-of-the-art 
technologies and suitable to the local condi
tions and requirements and if the collaborating 
countries have not been trying to farm out 

I I I 
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what is obsolete and which nobody need anymore. 
. . 

More imp0rtant is the fact whether the foreign 

p~rs are prepared to modify their. latest 
designs and-production technology to suit tl)e 

. ~ 

prevailing conditions o~ the recipients. 

'l'he international technology market 
for designs and know-how for pro~ction of 

engineering goods like machine tools present 

a wide area of technical possibilities and 
choices, except perhaps in respect of high~l y 

sophisticated machin~ tool designs. It is 

imperative that the choice of technology 

as also that of the licensor is exercised 

with great care and deli~ra_;ion, particularly 

if foreign capital ownership is invclved. 

Among the types of colla'boration 
arrangements for machine tools between 

licensee and licensor, following are some 
of th~ commonly adopted types : 

i) Tumkev pro 1 ects : One of the well-known 

and well understood mode of acquiring design 

and know-how, is to enter into an agreement 

on tum-key basis.. Most of the countri~s wi t."l 

low and very low level of industrial status 

and inadeq\iate 1nfrastruc1?Ural facilities and 
experience and knowledge of machine_ry, enter into 

this type of agreement. Por instance, we are 

more sure of the success of the project sinoe 
the licensor has given his full guarantee for 

the canpletion of the tasks contained in the 

agreement. 
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But it is evident th?t the turnkey me~hod 

is always costly and one usually pays more. 

'11lere ls also this possibility in this type 
of arrangement for the licensing firm to 

stipulate rather rig!~ conditions. It is 

also possible that the turnkey arrangement 
does not provide any flexibility to licensee 

and many times it even takes away· the initia
tive and the enthusiasm of the local management. 
It is thecefore advisable that one should resort 
to such an arrangement passibly in the initial 
stage of development whe~ the licensing country 
is not so much conversant with the machine tool 

business. 

ii) Licensina : One can acquire design and 

know-how of building a particular ty~e of 

machine tool by entering into a limited licence 

agreement. In ~his type, what we need to have 
from the licensor, could among others, include 

UP-to-date dr;awings an<~ sp"!!ci f !cations of the 

machine tool and compon"!!nts, details an~ speci
fications of raw materials needed for manufac- -
turing various components, operational schedules 
of all manufactured conponents with full 
details lik~ types of machines used, timings, 

details of tooling, treatment like heat treat

ment and plating etc., tool designs1assembly, 

testing and inspecttcn details, maintenance 

manuals with l.lst of spare parts. 
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Licence agreentent should also incllrle the 

deputation of experts, stipulating the minimum 

man-montl)s and the areas where the exper~ are 

needed. Hore important is the training of 

a~equate number of licencee • s technicians am 

managers at the collaborator's works. 

Por such arrangements it is normal to 

provide a dowb payment to compensate the costs 

--Of developaent of desic;n and know-how anrl/or 

pay royalty ~n the p0rtion of t.'le work execiJ.ted 

by the licensee. This type of collaboration 

is best resorted to1by countries with fairly . 
good experience in manufactur:ng industrial 

machinery and availability of most of the 

infrastructural facilities. 

iii) Selective collabo:=ations : when a ccuntry 

develops its own expertise and has su!ficient 

years of experience in manufacturing varieti~s 

of engineering products, it could normally resort 

to very limit~d and highly selective collaboration 

tie ups. Sometimes, mereiy paying lumps~m !or 

acquiri~g designs and drawings could meet the 

needs. Purther assistance if any, might include 

services of experts for limited duration in vital 

-areas, training of licensee• s personne 1 in limited 

nun0ers but in critical areas. There are also · 

possibilities of acquiring designs and drawings 

,. 

of machines and equipnent by paying only a 
certain percentage of royalty for specified 

period. · 

,. 
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We have also oth~r examples where a developing 

country has acquired designs and certain limited 
but vital technical assistance through foreign 

collaborations by placing large orders for a 

particular design of m~chine tool. When an order 

for a large number of advanced desi1ns of 

mac!iine toolstas to be placed in ~ny case on a 

foreign firm, this opportunity is taken to 
negotiate the bulk order in exchange of licensing 
t:he design for its progressive manuf~cture 

indigenously. 

(iv) Production Sharing s Sometimes a firm 
frcm a developed country is interested in utilising 
the manufacturing facilities in thP. ~eveloping 
country to take advantage of lo~r labour costs 

and increase the volum~ of its business. This 

leads to yet anoth~r type of collaboration between 

the developing anrt the developed countries. The 

lio.!nsing iirm from the developed country could 

get its desians manufact ·ed at thP. licensee's 

works in the developing country either party or 

even fully, and buy back from the latter such 
equipment at much lower pri~s and export th~ 
production to hls well established markets 
abroad. This arrangement naturally oenefits 
both the partners. 
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(v) Joint develoanent of desians : Prom this 

we cane to somewhat a unique type of collaboration 
arrangement where firms from developed countries 

join hands with reputed firms in developing 

. countries ·to jointly evolve design of a machine 

tool for the world market. Such an arrangement 

involves the designs, manufacture· and approval 
_ c;>f prototl'i>e by both the parties. Regular 
production of different parts of machines are 

so dis1".ributed that work sharing results in a 

considerable overall cost saving : as a consequence, 
th~ product could 'be more competitively priced for 

the world marlcet;For instance a CNC machine tocl 

or a machining centres. 

vi) Thir~ countrv collaboraticn : This perhaps 

is an interesting type of co-operation between 

the developed anc1 the deftloping country, who 

join hands in a co~sortium to work in a third 
country. Here again, the sharingof work 

load follows almost the same pattern as above, 

viz., each undertaking to perform that portion 
of the assignment which is possible and prof 1-

table. Third co\Dltry assigrnents where a firm 

in the developed country joins with the fim 

in the less developed country to secure the 

business jointly in the developin·g markets of 

the world, are on the increase. 
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vii) Joint-ventures 1 In this type, there is a finan
cial stake of both the partners and hence may be 

preferred to most other types. Interest like 

expanding the business aild markets, could be 

a over-riding incentive for the technically 

more advanced partner viz., one from the 

industrialised countries. This arrangement 

is normally adopted inthe high-tech product 

urea, such as CNC machine tools, machining 

centres, FMS an~ other machining systems and 

highly specialised machine tools for aircraft 
indµstry and for space, atomic energy, power 
generation, and so on. Such arrangements 
are becoming more and more popular in the 
industrialising developing co\Dltries like 
China, India, Mexico, South Korea, Taiwan, 

and Singapore. 

Conclusion 1 •It is hoped that the Paper 

will serve its objective and contribute 

in some mea~ure to the fruitful discus

sions for bilateral co-operation arrange

ments in the field of m~chine tools among 

the 15 countries, represented in the 

Working Group. 
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